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MATERIALS—Lily Rug Yarn:—2 skeins Cream and 1 skein each Lt. Green and Yellow or other desired colors. 2 balls Lily SKYTONE Mercerized Crochet Cotton No. 1 in Cream. Crochet Hook Size 7. Size 15"x42".

CENTER—With SKYTONE, ch 197. Cut 2 strands of Cream Rug Yarn 9/16" times length of chain and fold in center, making a 4-strand cord. Sl st in folded end of cord, ch 1, sc over cord into end st of long chain, (ch 3, sc over cord into next 4th ch st) 49 times. Repeat this row 5 times. The right side of last row is the right side of scarf. Thread end of each strand card to a needle and weave back thru cords to 1 to 2" and cut. Stretch each row to keep work the same width.

ROW 2—Sc over cord alone ⅛" away, ch 2, turn, bending cord, skip last sc, sc over cord in next sc, (ch 3, sc over cord in next sc) 49 times. Repeat this row 5 times. The right side of last row is the right side of scarf. Thread end of each strand card to a needle and weave back thru cords to 1 to 2" and cut. Stretch each row to keep work the same width.

ROW 8—Ch 5, turn, 2 tr in last sc, working them off together for a Cluster, (ch 3, a 3-tr-Cluster in next sc) 49 times.

ROW 9—Cut another cord as before, turn, sl st in folded end of ccrd, ch 1, sc over cord in last Cluster, (ch 3, sc over cord in next Cluster) 48 times. Repeat Row 9 six times and fasten off cord. Repeat from Row 8 until 11 cord bands are completed.

END—Ch 5, turn, a 2-tr-Cluster in last sc, * (ch 3, a 3-tr-Cluster in next sc) 6 times, ch 3, a 3-dtr-Cluster in next sc. Repeat from * 6 times. Ch 3, a 3-dtr-Cluster in end sc. Cut 2 strands of Green Yarn 7 times length of rows, fold in center and work 2 rows over it. Sc over cord alone, ch 2, turn, skip last sc, sc over cord in next sc, * (ch 3, sc over cord in next sc) 6 times, insert hook at base of next sc into Cluster 2 rows below, catch thread and pull up, thread over and thru 1 loop, insert hcock in same Cluster, catch thread and pull up, thread over and thru the 3 loops on hook (a double sc). Draw this st around the 3 cords very tight. Repeat from * 3 times. (Ch 4, sc over cord in next sc) 7 times. Fasten off cord.

ROW 5—Ch 5, turn, a 2-tr-Cluster in last sc, (ch 3, a 3-tr-Cluster in next sc) 5 times, * ch 3, a 3-dtr-Cluster in next sc, ch 3, a 3-tr-Cluster in next sc, ch 3, a 3-dtr-Cluster in next sc, (ch 3, a 3-tr-Cluster in next sc) 4 times. Repeat from * 5 times. (Ch 3, a 3-tr-Cluster in next sc) twice. Repeat these last 4 rows, making cord of Yellow yarn. Continue repeating these 4 rows, alternating colors, until there are 5 bands of Green and 4 of Yellow. Omit final Cluster-row. Fasten off. With Cluster right-side-up, join to other end, ch 5, a 2-tr-Cluster in end sc, and repeat "END" beginning at *

Stretch and pin scarf right-side-down in even width and steam and press thru a cloth.

Crocheted Flower Basket
"Hobnail" Design

MATERIALS—3 balls Lily SKYTONE Mercerized Crochet Cotton No. 1 in Cream. Crochet Hook Size 3. 2 yds. and 16" of 14-gauge wire.

BASE—Using 2 strands, ch 7, join with sl st, ch 3, 17 dc in ring, sl st in 3-ch. Ch 3, dc in same st, 2 dc in each dc around and join. Ch 3, dc in same st, (dc in next st, 2 dc in next st) around and join. Widen in every 3rd st in next row, in every 4th st of Row 5, and so on for 3 more rows (144 dc in Row 8). Fasten off.

TOP—With 2 strands, ch 144, join with sl st, Ch 1, sc in same st, sc in next st, * 2 dc in next st, holding final loop of each dc on hook, thread over and pull thru all 3 loops on hook at once (a puff st), sc in next 3 sts, letting puff st puff out on back which will be outside of basket. Repeat from * around (36 puff sts), sc in end st, sl st in 1st sc.

ROW 2—Ch 1, turn, sc in same st, sc in each st around, sl st in last sc.

ROW 3—Ch 1, turn, a puff st in same st, (sc in next 3 sc, a puff st in next around), making puff sts midway between those in previous rows. Sl st in 1st puff st. Repeat Row 2.
ROW 5—Ch 1, turn, sc in same st, sc in next sc, (a puff st in next sc, sc in next 3 sts) around. Sl st in 1st sc. Repeat from Row 2 until 25 puff st rows are completed. For final sc-r-w, ch 1, turn, sc in same st, sc in next 2 sts, (2 sc in next, sc in next) 3 times, 2 sc in next, sc in 5 sts. Repeat from * around and join.

BRIM—Without turning, repeat Row 3 (48 puff sts). This makes the puffs on opposite side from previous rows. Repeat Rows 2, 5, 2 and 3 twice. For next sc-row, ch 1, turn, sc in same st, sc in next 4 sts, * (2 sc in next sc in next) 3 times, 2 sc in next, sc in 9 sc. Repeat from * around and join. Repeat Row 5 (60 puff sts), (Rows 2, 3, 2 and 5) twice.

EDGE—Ch 1, turn, sc in same st, sc in next 3 sts, * 2 sc in next, sc in next 3 sts, ch 9, sl st back in 8th sc from hook, ch 1, 12 sc in loop, sc in next 4 sc. Repeat from * around (30 loops). Fasten off. Work a row of sc around lower edge of Top, then sew Top to Base. Roll Brim up at back and down in front.

HANDLE—Using 2 strands, ch 2, making 1st st twice usual size, (3 sc, 3 hdc and 4 dc) in long st, dc in back loop of each st around and around for 44". Be careful to always have 10 dc in a row. End with 2 hdc, 2 sc and a sl st. Cut wire in center, hold together and wrap one end with adhesive tape. Run thru handle, tape other end of wire and close end of handle. Sew an end of handle to each side of bottom edge of basket, and tack to edge of brim.

Stiffen basket by rubbing and patting with a cloth dipped in hot, thick, cooked starch. Cut a piece of heavy white cardboard to fit inside the bottom and weight down. Cut a strip of thin cardboard and roll several times to fit inside basket to brace sides. Bend handle into an oval shape. When thoroughly dry, give basket a coat of White Shellac inside and out. When dry, paint with Semi-Gloss paint or Enamel in Ivory. Also paint a can or pail (No. 5 or gal. size) for water container.

ROW 3—Ch 3, tr in 6th st of next 11-ch, (ch 4, sc in 4th st from hook for a p, ch 1, tr in same st of 11-ch) 6 times, ch 3, sc in next loop. Repeat from * 3 times and fasten off.

Make a 2d Medallion and join by the 4th and 5th ps on one shell and the 2d and 3d ps on next shell, to corresponding ps on 1st medallion. To join, ch 3, sl st in p on other medallion, ch 2, skip last 2 sts on 3-ch, sc in next st, ch 1 and tr.

LARGE DOILY—Make and join 4 rows of 7 medallions each, then a row of 5 and a final row of 3.

EDGE—Join the 2d p on top right corner shell, ch 6, dc in next p, ch 11, dc in next, ch 2, dc in next, ch 7, dtr in sc between shells, ch 7, dc in next 2d p, ch 3, dc in next, ch 8, dc in next) around. Make each outside corner like 1st one. Make 3-ch across inside corners. Join to 3d st of 1st 6-ch.

ROW 2—Ch 1, sc in next space, ch 5, sc 4 times in corner space, ch 5, sc in next, * (ch 5, sc) twice in next, ch 5, sc in dtr, (2 loops in next space, 1 loop in next) twice. Repeat from * around. Make outside corners like 1st one. At inside corners, (ch 1, sc in next 3-ch) twice. Make 2-ch and dc in place of final loop.

ROW 3—(Ch 4, sc in next loop) around. Make an extra 7-ch loop at each outside corner. At inside corners, make sc in 2 loops, omitting chs between. Make 2-ch and dc in place of final loop. Repeat this row 3 times.

ROW 1—Ch 4, sc in 4th st from hook, ch 1, sc in next loop around. Make an extra p-loop at each outside corner. Stretch and pin work right-side-down in true shape and steam and press thru a cloth.

SMALL DOILY—Make and join 3 rows of 6 medallions each. Repeat 7 rows of Edge. Steam and press. Make a 2d doily.

Chair Set and Crocheted Work Basket


MEDALLION—(Ch 6, 5 tr in 6th st from hook, ch 5, sl st in same st 4 times. Sl st at base of 1st petal.

ROW 2—Ch 5 and fasten up back of next petal to 1st tr, (ch 11, sc in next 4th tr, ch 7, sc in 1st tr on next petal) around, making 3-ch and dc in place of final 7-ch.
**Crocheted Work Basket**

**MATERIALS**—Lily SKYTONE Mercerized Crochet Cotton;—1 ball Cream and 3 balls Skipper Blue (or other desired colors). Lily Pearl Cotton Size 3;—1 ball each Yellow and Lt. Green. Crochet Hook Size 3.

**BASE**—Using 2 strands of Blue, ch 43, 4 dc in 5th st from hook, dc in next 37 sts, 9 dc in end st, in other side of chain, dc in next 37 sts, 4 dc in next st, sl st in top of starting chain.

**ROW 2**—Ch 3, turn, dc in same st, * (2 dc in next st) 4 times, dc in 37 dc, (2 dc in next st) 4 times, * 3 dc in next st. Repeat from * to *. Dc in next st. Sl st in 1st 3-ch. [Repeat 3 times.]

**ROW 3**—Ch 3, turn, dc in same st, * (dc in next 2 dc in next) 5 times, dc in 35 dc, (3 dc in next st, dc in next) 5 times, * 3 dc in next. Repeat from * to *. Dc in next st, sl st in 1st 3-ch.

**ROW 4**—Ch 3, turn, 2 dc in next dc, holding final 2 loops on hook, draw 2 strands of Cream thru these 2 loops, completing dc. Working over Blue and starting end of Cream, * 2 dc in next dc, dc in next, 2 dc in next, * pull up Blue taut and thru final 2 loops of last dc and repeat from * to *, working over Cream. Make 3 more blocks, alternating colors. (With Blue, dc in next 5 dc, with Cream, dc in next 5 dc) for 7 more blocks. Alternating colors, repeat from * to * for 11 more blocks. Continue in same way. End with 2 Blue dc, sl st in 1st 3-ch, joining Cream.

**ROW 5**—With Cream, ch 3, turn, dc in next 2 dc, then alternating colors, make a 5-dc-block in Blue over each Cream block and a Cream block over each Blue block. End with 2 Cream dc, sl st in 3-ch. Fasten off Cream. (Turn and make dc around in Blue, widening at ends to keep work flat) for 4 more rows, then a row of sc. Fasten off. Steam and press on back.

**LID**—Repeat Base but add edge:—Ch 1, (hdc in next sc, 2 dc in next, dc in next, hdc in next, sc in next) around. Fasten off.

**SIDES**—With 2 strands of Blue, ch 240 and join, ch 3, 239 dc on chain, sl st in 239 ch.

**ROW 2**—Ch 3, dc in next 4 dc, (6 dc in Cream, 5 dc in Blue) around. With Cream, sl st in 1st 3-ch.

**ROW 3**—Ch 3, dc in 4 dc, (5 dc in Blue, 5 dc in Cream) around. With Blue, sl st in 1st 3-ch. Fasten off Cream.

**ROW 4**—With Blue, ch 3, dc around and join, sl st in next dc.

**ROW 5**—Ch 3, 8 Blue dc, then using 1 strand of Pearl Cotton, make (5 Yellow dc, 2 Blue dc, 4 Green dc, 9 Blue dc) around. With Green, sl st in 3-ch.

**ROW 6**—Ch 3, 2 Green dc, (4 Blue, 3 Yellow, 1 Blue, 4 Green, 1 Blue, 3 Yellow, 4 Blue, 3 Green) around. With Blue, sl st in 3-ch.

**ROW 7**—Ch 3, 2 Blue dc, (4 Green, 2 Blue, 5 Yellow, 9 Blue) around. With Blue, sl st in 3-ch. Fasten off Yellow and Green. Repeat Row 4 three times, then a row of sc. Fasten off. Sew lower edge to Base. [Repeat 3 times.]

**BRACELET**—With Yellow, ch 2, 9 sc in starting st, sc in back loop of each sc around and around for 8½”. Fasten off. Lap ends and sew together. Make a 2d ring in Green. Sew ¼” apart crosswise on center of lid.

**BUTTON**—With Blue, ch 2, 6 sc in starting st. In back loops, (2 sc in each sc) 6 times, (sc in next, 3 sc in next) 3 times, sc in each sc for 2 rows, (sc in every 2d st) 10 times, stuff hard with cotton and close top with sl sts. Sew to center-front ½” below top. Make a chain in Blue to fit loosely over button, slip last st, sl st in each remaining st. Sew under edge of lid above button.

Stiffen basket by rubbing and patting with a cloth dipped in hot, thick, cooked starch. Cut a heavy white cardboard oval to fit inside base, and weight down. Weight down Lid, too, to keep it flat. Cut a long strip of thin cardboard and roll to fit inside the basket to brace sides. Fasten another strip snugly around outside. Pull sides up to an even height. When perfectly dry, sew lid to sides between 8 scallops across back edges. Give 3 coats of White Shellac.

**RUG in Crocheted Needlepoint**

- Rust
- Dk. Peach
- Peach
- Emerald Green
- Hunter Green

**MATERIALS**—Lily Rug Yarn;—11 skeins Brown, 2 skeins Dk. Peach and 1 skein each Rust, Peach, Hunter Green and Emerald Green (80 yd. skeins) or other desired colors. Crochet Hook Size H-6. Size—26" x40".

**BLOCK**—With Brown, ch 37, 36 sc on chain. (Ch 1, turn, 36 sc) 22 times.

**EDGE**—Ch 1, turn, (sc, ch: 1 and sc) in last sc, * (ch 1, sc in next 2d sc) 17 times, ch 1, (sc, ch 1 and sc) in next corner sc, (ch 1, sc in next rib) 11
times, * ch 1, (sc, ch 1 and sc) in corner st. Repeat from * to *. Ch 1, sl st in 1st sc. Cut 3" long.

ROW 2—Join Peach with (sc, ch 1 and sc) in one corner space, (ch 7, sc in next 1-ch around, making each corner like 1st one. Work over Brown end. Ch 1, sl st in 1st sc. Cut 3" long. Repeat with Brown and fasten off. Following pattern, embroider design in cross stitches, using 1 strand of yarn threaded to a dull-pointed needle. Make 9 Blocks. Sew them together into strips, using Brown and going thru both loops of sts, then sew strips together.

BORDER—With Brown, make a row of sc in each sc. sc in each 1-ch, with 3 sc in each corner.

ROW 2—(Sc, ch 1 and sc) in each corner, (ch 1, sc in next 2d st) around. Cut 3" long.

ROW 3—With Peach, (sc, ch 1 and sc) in each corner 1-ch, (ch 1, sc in next 1-ch) around. Cut 3" long. Repeat 3 times with Brown and fasten off.

FRINGE—Wind Brown around a 2½" card. Cut at one edge. Hold 2 strands together, fold in center, insert hook up from underneath thru a 1-ch space, catch loop and pull thru, then slip ends thru loop and pull tight. Repeat in each 1-ch around. Trim to an even length. Stretch and pin rug right-side-down in true shape and steam and press.

FOOT STOOL in "Crocheted Needlepoint"

MATERIALS—Lily SKYTEONE Mercerized Crochet Cotton, No. 1—3 to 4 balls Wine (or other desired color). Lily Six Strand Floss—2 skeins each in 3 Greens (from light to dark) for leaves, in 3 Rose shades (from Deep Rose to Lt. Pink), and in 3 shades of Blue (from light to dark). Crochet Hook Size 7.

FOUNDATION—In SKYTEONE, make a chain long enough to reach crosswise over center of stool, plus 1" for turn-under on back, skip last st, sc in each remaining st. (Ch 1, turn, sc in each sc) repeated until long enough to cover stool, plus 1" for turn-under. Fasten off.

EMBROIDER—Following pattern, embroider, the flower sprays in cross stitches, using 4 strands of Floss threaded to a dull-pointed needle. Leave 7 sts between sprays in the crosswise rows, and 3 sts between rows length wise. When finished, steam and press on back thru a cloth, stretch taut over stool top and tack on back with small tacks. Screw top to stool.
Crocheted Medallion
for Bedspread
"Greek-Key" Design

MATERIALS — Lily SKY TONE Mercerized Crochet Cotton No. 1 in White, Cream or Ecru. Crochet Hook Size 7 or 8. 1 Medallion—125 yds. Size 8½".

Terms:—Block—bl. Space—sp.

Ch 12, sl st in starting st. Ch 3, 2 dc in same st, (ch 2, 5 dc in next 3d st) 3 times, ch 2, 2 dc in 1st corner, sl st in 1st 3-ch.

ROW 2—Ch 3, turn, dc in sl st, dc in next 2 dc, * ch 2, dc in next 2 dc, (2 dc, ch 5 and 2 dc) in next dc, dc in next 2 dc. Repeat from * twice. Ch 2, dc in next 2 dc, 2 dc in next st, ch 2, dc in 1st 3-ch.

ROW 3—Ch 3, turn, 2 dc in 2-ch, * 2 dc in next dc, hdc in next sc in next sl st, sl st in next st, sl st in 2-ch, sl st in next dc, sc in next, hdc in next. Repeat from * twice and from * to **. 3 dc in corner. Ch 2, dc in 1st 3-ch.

ROW 4—Ch 3 for a dc, turn, * ch 10, 2 dc in 2 ch space on center of side, ch 10, (dc, ch 5, dc) in 3d st of corner. 5-ch. Repeat from * around. In last corner, make dc, dc in 3d st of 1st chain.

ROW 5—Ch 5, turn, dc in next dc, * ch 9, 2 dc in each of next 2 dc, ch 9, dc in next dc, ch 2, (dc, ch 5, dc) in corner st, ch 2, dc in next dc. Repeat from * around. Ch 2, dc in 1st 3-ch. End all rows in this way.

ROW 6—Ch 5, turn, dc in next dc, ch 2, dc in next, ch 9, dc in next 2 dc, 2 dc in next, dc in next, ch 9, dc in next dc. Work corner, following pattern. Continue around.

ROW 7—Like other rows. In sides, ch 8, dc in next 2 dc, 2 dc in next, dc in 2 dc, ch 8, dc in next dc.

ROW 8—Like others. On sides, ch 8, dc in next 3 dc, ch 1, dc in next 3 dc, ch 8, dc in next dc.

ROW 9—Ch 5, turn, dc in next dc, * (2 dc in 2-ch, dc in dc) 4 times, (4 bls. made), ch 8, dc in next 3 dc, ch 3, dc in next dc, ch 8, dc in next dc, 4 bls, 3 sps around corner. Repeat from * around.

ROW 10—Ch 3, turn, 1 bl, * 1 sp, 1 bl, 2 sps, 1 bl, 3 dc in next loop, ch 8, sc in center 3-ch sp, ch 9, 3 dc in next loop dc in next dc, 1 bl, 2 sps, 1 bl, 1 sp, (3 dc, ch 5 and 3 dc) in corner sp, dc in dc. Repeat from * around.

ROW 11—Ch 5, turn, dc in next, * 1 bl, (1 sp, 2 bls) twice, 3 sc in next loop, ch 6, dc in next sc, ch 6, 3 dc in next loop, (2 bls, 1 sp) twice, 1 bl, 3 sps around corner. Repeat from * around.

ROW 12—Ch 5, turn, dc in next dc, 1 sp, * 1 bl, 4 sps, 3 bls, 3 dc in next loop, ch 2, 3 dc in next loop, dc in dc, ch 8, 4 sps, 1 bl, 5 sps around corner. Repeat from * around.

ROW 13—Ch 5, turn, dc in next dc and follow pattern. Repeat twice.

ROW 16—Ch 3, turn, 2 bls, and follow pattern.

ROW 17—Ch 3, turn, 1 bl, * ch 5, skip 5 dc, dc in next dc, 1 bl, 7 sps, 4 bls, 3 sps, 4 bls, 7 sps, 1 bl, ch 5, skip 5 dc, dc in next dc, (3 dc, ch 9 and 3 dc) in corner sp, dc in next dc. Repeat from * around. End with ch 4. tr in 1st 3-ch.

ROW 18—Turn, * ch 5, 1 bl in next bl, ch 8, dc in next 4 bl, (1 bl, 11 sps) twice, 1 bl, ch 8, skip next 9-ch, 1 bl over next bl, ch 5, sc in next 9-ch. Repeat from * around. Fasten off.

Stretch and pin block right-side-down in a true square and steam and press thru a cloth.

Sew blocks together, exactly matching rows.
Crocheted Bedspread Design

"Jungle Leaves"

MATERIALS—Lily SKYTOILE Mercerized Crochet Cotton No. 1 in White, Cream or Ecru. Crochet Hook Size 7 or 8.

Made in bands 4 1/4" wide running lengthwise of spread.

Terms:—Popcorn Stitch—pc st. Space—sp.
Ch 65 and beginning at A on pattern, skip last 5 sts, 5 dc in next st, remove hook, insert in back of ch st preceding 1st dc, catch loop and pull thru,—1 pc st made, (skip 1 ch st, dc in next 2 sts, dc in next 2 dc st, ch 1, a pc st in next st) 3 times, dc in next 2 dc st, (ch 2, dc in next 3 dc st) 13 times, (13 sps made).

ROW 2—Ch 4, turn and make a reverse pc st in last sp—to make a reverse pc st, work as usual only insert hook in ch-1 from back of work, thus raising pc st to right side. Dc in next dc, 11 sps, * a reverse pc st in next space, (dc in next dc, dc in pc st, dc in next dc, a—dc, * 9 sps, a pc st in next sp, dc in next dc, dc in pc st, in end 3-ch.

ROW 3—Ch 5, turn, dc in next dc, * ch 2, skip pc st, dc in next dc, (a pc st in next dc, dc in next dc, dc in pc st, dc in next dc) 3 times, a pc st in next sp, dc in next dc, * 9 sps, a pc st in next sp, dc in next dc, dc in pc st, dc in end chain.

ROW 4—Ch 4, turn, a reverse pc st in next dc, dc in next 3sts, a pc st in next sp, dc in next dc, 7 sps. Repeat from * to * in Row 2. 3 sps.

ROW 5—Ch 5, turn, dc in next dc, 2 sps, repeat from * to * in Row 3, 5 sps, a pc st in next sp, dc in next 3sts, a pc st in next dc, 3 dc.

ROW 6—Ch 4, turn, a reverse pc st in next dc, (3 dc) twice, a reverse pc st in next sp, dc in next dc, 3 sps. Repeat from * to * in Row 2, 5 sps.

ROW 7—Ch 5, turn, dc in next dc, 4 sps. Repeat from * to * in Row 3, 1 sp, a pc st in next sp, (3 dc, a pc st in next dc) twice, 3 dc.

ROW 8—Ch 4, turn, a reverse

(Continued on Page 21)

Doilies for Dressing Table

MATERIALS—1 ball Lily DAISY Mercerized Crochet Cotton size 20. Crochet Hook Size 9 or 10. Approximate Size—13".

CENTER—Ch 8, sl at in starting st, Ch 3, 23 dc in ring, sl at in 3-ch. Ch 7, tr in next dc, (ch 2, tr in next dc) around, ch 2, sl at in 5th st of 1st 7-ch, sl at in next space. Ch 5, 2 tr in same space, working off together for a Cluster, ch 3, a 3-tr-Cluster in next space) around, ch 3, sl at in 1st Cluster. (Sc, ch 1, 3 dc, ch 1, sc) in each space. Sl st to center of 1st shell, * (ch 6, sl at in 5th st from hook for a p) 4 times, ch 13, remove hook, insert it in 3d st from last p, catch loop and pull thru, ch 1, * (sc, hdc and 7 dc) in half of ring, ch 16 and form a ring as before in 3d st from last ring, ch 1, sc, hdc and 4 dc in ring, ch 5, sl at in last dc for a p, ** (5 dc, a p, 9 dc, hdc and se) in ring, ch 1, sc between rings, (7 dc, hdc and se) in next ring, ch 1, sc between ring and next p, (ch 5, sl at in 5th st from hook, skip next p, sc in next ch space) 4 times, sl st in same st on shell, ch 3, sl st at center of next shell. Repeat from * to *. (Sc, hdc and 3 dc) in ring, sl st back in side of 1st ring of previous group, 4 dc in ring, ch 16 and form a ring in 3d st, ch 1, (sc, hdc and 4 dc) in ring, ch 2, sl st in side of 2d ring of previous group, ch 2, sl st in last dc. Repeat 3 times around. Fasten off. Tack 1st and last ring groups together.

BORDER—Join to one point, (ch 11, sc in 5th st from hook for a p, ch 6, p, ch 1, sc in next point) around. Fasten off.

ROW 2—Join between pts on 1 loop, * ch 12, p, ch 6, p, ch 8, (sc, ch 5, sc) between pts on next loop. Repeat from * around. Fasten off. Repeat 3 times, enlarging p-loop in each row.—In Row 3, make p-loops of ch 13, p, ch 6, p, ch 9, in Row 4, of ch 14, p, ch 6, p, ch 10; in Row 5, of ch 15, p, ch 6, p, ch 11. EDGE—Join to one loop, ch 15, p, ch 12, form a ring as before in 2d st from p, ch 1, (sc, hdc, 7 dc, p, 7 dc, hdc and se) in ring, sl st at base of ring, ch 5, p, ch 11, (sc, ch 5, sc) between pts on next loop. Repeat around. Fasten off.

Stretch and pin doily right-side-down, steam and press thru a cloth. Make a 2d doily.
Dressing Table Set

“Water Lily Design”

MATERIALS—Lily SKYTONE Mercerized Crochet Cotton No. 1: 3 balls White and 1 ball color (sufficient for 2 Lamp Shades, Trinket Tray and Jewel Box). Crochet Hook Size 7.

LAMP SHADE—To fit a plain white shade about 4 1/2” in diameter at top, 8” at bottom, and 5” high. In White, make a chain to fit loosely around top of shade, sts dividing evenly by 9. sl st in starting ch. Ch 3, 4 dc in same st, (ch 5, sc in 4th st from hook for a p, ch 2, 5 dc in next 9th ch st) around. Join end p-loop to 1st 3-ch, sl st to back loop of center dc.

ROW 2—Ch 3, 4 dc in same st, (ch 5, p, ch 2, 5 dc in back loop of 3d of next shell) around and join. Repeat once. Continue, making a shell in each shell in each row, but enlarge p-loops. In next 2 rows, make p-loops of ch 5, p, ch 3, then 2 rows of ch 6, p, ch 3, 2 rows of ch 6, p, ch 4, 2 rows of ch 7, p, ch 4, 2 rows of ch 7, p, ch 5, 2 rows of ch 8, p, ch 5, 3 rows of ch 8, p, ch 6 and 1 row of 9-chs. EDGE—1 sc in each dc, 9 sc in each 9-ch.

FRILL—Ch 7, tr in same st, (ch 2, tr) 3 times in same st, * (ch 2, tr) 5 times in back loop of next 2 dc. Repeat from * around. Join to 1st 5-ch, sl st in next 2-ch. (Ch 3, sc in next 2-ch) around. Fasten off.

TOP EDGE—(3 sc in each 8-ch, sc in next st) around. Repeat Frill.


LARGE PETALS—Ch 27, skip last 4 sts, then putting 1 st in each ch st, make 3 dc, 3 tr, 7 dtr, 3 tr, 3 dc, 3 hdc, (2 sc, ch 4, sl st in last sc, and 1 sc) in end st. Up other side, 3 hdc, 3 dc, 3 tr, 7 dtr, 3 tr and 4 dc. Fasten off. Make 8 petals and sew on edge of Base.

MED. PETALS—Like Large Petals, but start with 23-ch and make only 5 dc in each side. Make 8 petals and sew on Base at edge of Row 1.

SMALL PETALS—Start with 19-ch, omit dtr and make only 5 tr in each sl. Make 8 petals and sew on center of Base.

STAMENS—In White, * ch 20, sl st in starting st, (ch 20, sl st in same st) 5 times. Repeat from * 3 times. Sew in center of Lily. Sew Lily to Shade below top frill.

Cut a piece of light cardboard to fit shade. Stiffen crochet with thin, hot starch, arranging frill in even ripples, and place over cardboard until set. Cover shade with colored silk, slip crochet over it and tack at bottom. Make a 2d shade.

TRINKET TRAY—In White, ch 7, sl st in starting st. Ch 3, 19 dc in ring, sl st in 3-ch. Ch 3, dc in same st, 2 dc in each dc and join. Ch 3, dc in same st, (dc in next dc, 2 hdc in next) around and join. Widen in every 3d dc in next row, then each row in turn, in every 8th dc, 9th, 5th, 10th, 11th, 12th, 7th, 8th and 9th dc (263 dc in 14th Row). Fasten off. Turn end of edge row over 2 rows and tack down. Make a Water Lily (as for Shade) and sew on this turn-over. Stiffen tray with thick, hot starch, turning 2 edge rows up in even ripples. Cut a circle of cardboard to fit inside rim and weight down until dry.

JEWEL BOX—Base—Repeat Tray thru 10th Row. Fasten off.

TOP—Repeat Base. EDGE—(Ch 1, dc in next 3 dc, ch 1, sl st in next) around. Fasten off. Make a Lily (as for Shade) and sew on top. SIDES—Ch 170, sl st in starting st. Ch 3, 4 dc in same st, (5 dc in next 8th st) and join. Sl st in back loop of center dc.

ROW 2—Ch 3, 4 dc in same st, (5 dc in back loop of 3d dc of next shell) around and join. Repeat 6 times. (1 sc in each dc) around. (1 sc in each sc) around. Fasten off. On bottom edge, 4 sc in each space, sc in st between. Fasten off and sew to Base. Stiffen Box with thick, hot starch. Cut a circle of cardboard to fit inside and weight down. Cut a strip of it in cardboard to fit inside and weight brace sides. Pin Top down to keep flat until set. When dry, sew Top to Sides for 1” hinge.
Bedroom Rug and Slippers

In “Crocheted Weaving”

MATERIALS—Lily Rug Yarn:—6 skeins Lt. Green, 3 skeins Dk. Green, 1 skein each Cream, Salmon Rose and Dk. Peach (or other desired colors). 3 balls Lily SKYTONE Mercerized Crochet Cotton No. 1 in Ecru. Crochet Hook Size 7.

RUG—(21½”x42”)—In SKYTONE, chain for 22”. Cut 5 strands of Lt. Green 9 times length of chain for a cord. 6” from end of cord, make sc over cord into 4th ch st from hook, (ch 2, sc over cord into next 3d st) to end.

ROW 2—Sc over cord alone, ch 2, turn, bend cord, skip last sc, sc over cord into next sc. Pull up cord taut, a strand at a time, (ch 2, sc over cord in next sc) to end. Repeat 6 times. Stretch each row to keep rug of even width. Cut 5 strands of Dk. Green 2½ times length of rows and make 2 rows. Twist a strand from a ball of each color tightly and make 3 rows. Then 2 rows Dk. Green, 4 rows Lt. Green, 2 rows Dk. Green, 13 rows mixed colors, 2 rows Dk. Green, 4 rows Lt. Green, 2 rows Dk. Green, 3 rows mixed colors and 2 rows Dk. Green, completing border. Make 75 rows of Lt. Green (or other desired length), then repeat border. On ends, make (3 ch, sc in next sc) across. On back, cut 3 strands of each cord end, thread remaining 2 strands to a large needle, fold over, cut ends and weave back thru cord for 2”.

FRINGE—Wind Dk. Green around a 2½” cardboard, cut at one end. Fold a strand in center; insert a hook up from underneath thru a 3-ch loop on end; catch loop of strand, pull thru, slip ends thru loop and pull tight. Repeat in each loop. Trim fringe to an even length. Stretch and pin right-side-down in true shape and steam and press thru a cloth.

SLIPPERS—On paper, mark around a slipper sole in desired size for pattern. In SKYTONE, ch 100. Cut a 5-strand cord of Dk. Green 3½ yds. long. Working over cord at all times, sc in 4th st from hook, (ch 2, sc in same st) twice, (ch 2, sc in next 3d st) for 2½” to 3½”, depending on size, (ch 2, sc in same st) 4 times. Drop bal. of chain at back, (ch 2, sc opposite next sc) to end, (sc, ch 2, sc) in end, ch 2, sc) 3 times in 1st sc. Work around this row once, widening at ends.

ROW 3—Work to other end, draw up bal. of chain, sc thru end sc and down thru chain, (ch 2, sc in next 3d st of ch) until sole is within 3½” of desired length. Widen, then work back up to toe end. Make 4 more rows. Fasten off at toe end. Sew cord ends down flat on back. Make a 2d sole. Put back-to-back and whip edges together. Steam and press thru a cloth.

UPPER—Make a 22” chain. Over a twisted cord of 1 strand of each color, sc in 4th st from hook, (ch 2, sc in next 3d st) until long enough to reach from 3½” from center of toe end of sole, around ankle and back to opposite side of sole. Ch 2, 2 sc on cord separated ½”, ch 2, turn, skip last sc, sc in next sc, (ch 2, sc in next sc) to end. Repeat 6 times. Ch 2, sc on cord. Fasten off.

Mark center of starting edge, then mark 4½” on each side of center. Work 3 rows over cord across this 9½” for heel. Fasten off. Steam and press thru a cloth. Sew heel to sole. Cross band and sew ends to sole at toe end. Tack together where ends cross.

POM PON—Wind Lt. Green 40 times around a cord ¾” wide. Cut at one edge. Tie a strand around center and tie on crossed band. Make a 2d slipper.
Crocheted Medallion Tablecloth

MATERIALS—Lily DAISY Mercerized Crochet Cotton Size 30. Crochet Hook Size 9 or 10. Size—9".

Ch 6, making 1st st twice usual size, dc in long st, (ch 2, dc in same st) 6 times, ch 2, sl st in next 3d ch st.

ROW 2—Sc in next 2-ch, ch 7, * (ch 2, dtr) 6 times in same 2-ch, ch 1, dtr in next 2d space. Repeat from * around. Join final 1-ch to 1st 7-ch.

ROW 3—* Ch 1, sc in next 2-ch, (ch 4, sc in next) 5 times, ch 1, sc in next space. Repeat from * around.

ROW 4—Ch 6, * ch 5, dtr in next 3d loop, (ch 2, dtr) 6 times in same loop, ch 5, tr between shells. Repeat from * around. Join to 1st 6-ch.

ROW 5—Ch 1, * 5 sc in next 5-ch, (ch 4, sc in next space) 6 times, ch 4, 5 sc in next 5-ch, sc in tr. Repeat from * around, sl st in 1st 1-ch.

ROW 6—Ch 7, * ch 8, a 7-dtr-shell in next 4th loop, ch 8, (dtr, ch 10, dtr) in center sc on next side. Repeat from * around. Join final 10-ch to 1st 7-ch.

ROW 7—Ch 1, * 9 sc in next 8 ch, (ch 4, sc in next space) 6 times, ch 4, 9 sc in 8-ch, sc in dtr, 11 sc in 10-ch, sc in dtr. Repeat from * around, sl st in 1st 1-ch.

ROW 8—Ch 7, * ch 9, a shell in next 4th loop, ch 9, dtr in next 10th sc, ch 3, dtr in next 3d sc, (ch 3, dtr) 3 times in next 3d sc, (ch 3, dtr in next 3d sc) twice. Repeat from * around, sl st in 1st 7-ch.

ROW 9—Ch 1, 10 sc in 9-ch, * (ch 4, sc in next space) 6 times, ch 4, 10 sc in next 9-ch, (sc in dtr, 3 sc in 3-ch) 6 times, sc in dtr, 9 sc in 9-ch, ** ch 5, turn, skip last 9 sc, 3 tr in next 9 sc, working these 3 tr off together for a Cluster, (ch 5, a Cluster in next 4th sc) 6 times, ch 5, sl st in next 9th sc, ch 1, turn, 5 sc in each 5-ch, sc in each Cluster, turn, (ch 7, a Cluster above next Cluster) 7 times, ch 7, sl st in end sc, ch 1, turn, (4 sc, ch 5, sl st in last sc for a p, 4 sc) in each 7-ch, sc down next to shell. Repeat from * around. Sl st in 1st 9 sc and repeat from ** for 4th corner. Fasten off.

Join Medallions by 6 ps on each side and by center loop on shell. To join, make the 1st 5 ps around one corner, then for next p, make ch 2, sl st in corresponding p on other medallion, ch 2, sl st back in last sc, completing p. Join the next 2 ps, then make the 1st 3 loops on center shell. In place of next loop, ch 5, sl st in shell on other medallion, ch 3, sl st under 5-ch, ch 2, sc in next loop. Complete shell and join the 1st 3 ps on next corner.

This leaves 2 ps at each corner free.

FILL-IN MOTIF—Repeat Row 1. * Ch 1, sc in next space, ch 7, sl st in p on one medallion, ch 7, sc back in same space on circle. Repeat from * 7 times. Fasten off.

Stretch. pin down, steam and press thru a cloth.

Crocheted Medallion—“Fantasy”

MATERIALS—Lily DAISY Mercerized Crochet Cotton Size 30. Crochet Hook Size 9 or 10. Size—4¼".

Ch 12, making 1st st twice usual size, dtr in long st, (ch 3, dtr in same st) 10 times, ch 3, sl st in 4th st from 1st dtr.

ROW 2—Ch 1, (sc, ch 1, 3 dc, ch 1 and sc in next space, sc in dtr) around, sl st in 1st 1-ch.

ROWS 3 & 4—(Ch 10, sc between shells) around. 12 sc in each 10-ch and join.

ROW 5—Ch 15, dc between loops, (ch 12, dc between loops) around and join to 1st 3-ch.

ROWS 6 & 7—Ch 3, * dc in next 3d st, ch 2, tr in next 2d, (ch 2, tr in next st) 3 times, ch 2, dc in next 2d, dc in dtr. Repeat from * around and join to 1st 3-ch. 3 sc in each 2-ch space around. Sl st in first 6 sc.

ROW 8—(Ch 15, skip last 11 ch sts, tr in remaining 4 sts, sl st in next 4th sc, ch 10, sl st in 6th sc on next shell) around, making 5-ch and tr in place of final 10-ch.

ROW 9—* Ch 3, (4 dc, ch 5, sl st in last dc for a p) 3 times and 4 dc, in next 11-ch loop, ch 3, sc in next loop. Repeat from * around. Fasten off.

Join medallions by 4 ps on each side (the 2d and 3d ps on one point, and the first and 2d ps on next point). To join,
ch 2, sl st in same p on other medallion, ch 2, sl st back in last dc, completing connecting p.

FILL-IN MOTIF—Ch 9, tr in starting st, (ch 3, tr in same st) 6 times, ch 3, sl st in 4th ch st from 1st tr. Ch 1, * (sc, ch 1, 2 dc) in next space, ch 6, sl st in a free point on one medallion, ch 6, sl st back in last dc, (dc, ch 1, sc) in same space, (sc, ch 1, 2 dc) in next space, ch 15, sl st in joining of 2 medallions, ch 15, sl st back in last dc, (dc, ch 1, sc) in same space. Repeat from * 3 times. Fasten off.

Stretch, pin down, steam and press on back thru a cloth.

**Crochet Medallion—"Square Dance"**

**MATERIALS**—Lily Daisy Mercerized Crochet Cotton Size 30, Crochet Hook Size 9 or 10. Size 3¾".

Ch 9, dc in starting st, (ch 5, dc in same st) twice, ch 2, dc in next 8 dc ch st.

ROW 2—Ch 1, turn, 2 sc in dc, 2 sc in next 2 ch, (sc in dc, 7 sc in next 5 ch) around, 3 sc in 1st space, sl st in 1st sc.

ROW 3—Ch 6, tr in same st, * (ch 1, tr in next 2 dc) 4 times, (ch 1, tr, ch 1, tr, ch 1, tr) in same corner sc. Repeat from * twice. (Ch 1, tr in next 2 dc) 4 times, (ch 1, tr, ch 1, tr) in corner, ch 1, sl st in 1st 5 ch.

ROW 4—Ch 3, * (ch 1, dc in next tr) 6 times, ch 4, dc in next tr, ch 4, dc in next tr. Repeat from * around. Join to lst ch 3-ch.

ROW 5—Like last row except make 6 ch, dc and 6 ch around corners.

ROW 6—At corners, make 7 ch, 3 dc in corner dc, and 7 ch.

ROW 7—At corners, make 9 ch, tr in 1st corner, 3 tr in next, tr in next, and 9 ch.

ROW 8—Ch 3, * (ch 2, tr in next dc) twice, ch 2, tr in next, (ch 2, tr in next) twice, ch 2, dc in next dc, ch 2, 4 sc in next 8 ch, ch 3, tr, tr in next tr, (ch 2, tr in next) 4 times, ch 3, 4 sc in next 9 ch, ch 2, dc in next dc. Repeat from * around. Join final 2-ch to 1st 3-ch, sc in next 3 ch.

ROW 9—Ch 5, 2 tr in same space, worked off together for a Cluster, * (ch 4, a 3-tr-Cluster in next space) 5 times, ch 4, skip 4 sc, sc in next loop, (ch 4, sc in next) 5 times, ch 4, a 3-tr-Cluster between next dc and tr. Repeat from * around. Join end 4-ch to 1st Cluster.

ROW 10—* (3 sc, ch 5, sl st in last sc for a p, and 2 sc) in next 5 loops, 4 sc in next, (sc, ch 1, 3 dc, ch 1 and sc) in next 5 loops, 4 sc in next. Repeat from * around. Fasten off.

Stretch and pin block right-side-down in true shape and steam and press thru a cloth. Tack medallions together by the 3 center ps on each side.

**FILL-IN MOTIF**—Repeat Rows 1 and 2. * Ch 8, sl st in center shell on one medallion, ch 7, sc back in next corner, ch 13, sl st in next 2 dc shell, ch 10, sl st across in 1st shell on next medallion, ch 13, sc back in same corner sc. Repeat from * 3 times. Fasten off.

**Crocheted Medallion—"Bright Star"**

**MATERIALS**—Lily DAISY Mercerized Crochet Cotton Size 30, Crochet Hook Size 9 or 10. Size 4½".

Ch 12, sl st in starting st. Ch 3, 23 dc in ring, sl st in 3-ch. Ch 12, sc in next 2 dc dc 11 times, ch 5, tr in next 2 st. Ch 3, 3 dc in this last loop, (ch 12, 4 dc in next loop) 11 times, ch 6, tr in 1st 3-ch. Ch 11, sc in next loop) 12 times. Ch 1, sc in next loop. * (Ch 6, sc in next 5 loops, ch 3, sc in next loop. Repeat from * around.

ROW 6—Ch 1, sc in next loop, ch 5, 2 tr in same loop, working these tr off together for a Cluster, * (ch 3, a 3-tr-Cluster in next loop) twice, ch 12, a 3-tr-Cluster in next 6-ch loop. Repeat from * around and join.

ROW 7—(Sc, ch 5, a 2-tr-Cluster) in next 3-ch, (ch 3, a 3-tr-Cluster in next 3-ch, ch 12, sc in next loop, ch 12, a 3-tr-Cluster in next 3-ch) around and join.

ROW 8—(Sc, ch 5, a 2-tr-Cluster) in next 3-ch, * (ch 7, sc in next loop) twice, ch 1, a 3-tr-Cluster in next 3-ch, ch 9, tr in next loop, dlr in 6th st of next loop, ch 9, tr in next st, ch 9, a 3-tr-Cluster in next 3-ch, ch 9, tr in 6th st of next loop, ch 9, dlr in next st, tr in next loop, ch 9, a 3-tr-Cluster in next 3-ch. Repeat from * around.

EDGE—* (4 sc, ch 5, sl st in last sc for a p, and 4 sc) in next 3 loops, (5 sc, a p and 5 sc) in next 2 loops, 5 sc in next, ch 7, 5 sc in next, turn, (ch 2, tr) 6 times in 7-ch, ch 2, sl st in next 5th sc, ch 1, turn, (3 sc in next 2-ch, 2 sc, a p and 1 sc in next) 3 times, 3 sc in next, (1 sc, a p and 5 sc) in next 2 loops. Repeat from * around. Fasten off.

Join Medallions by 9 ps on each side, leaving corner ps free. To join, ch 2, sl st in same p on other medallion, ch 2, sl st back in last sc, completing joining p.

Stretch, pin down, and steam and press on back thru a cloth.
"Patriotic" Place Mat In
"Crocheted Weaving"


With SKYTONE ch 166 slightly looser than usual. Cut 4 strands of Rug Yarn in Blue 18" long for a 4-strand cord. Hold the cord top on chain, ends even at both ends for a fringe. Sc over cord into end st of long chain, (ch 2, sc over cord into next 3d st of long chain) to end (55 spaces). Pull sc down tight around cord.

ROW 2—Cut 2 strands of Blue 34" long, fold in center for a 4-strand cord. Sl st in folded end of cord, ch 1, turn, sc over cord into last sc, (ch 2, sc over cord into next sc) to end. At the end of each row, stretch work to keep it even. Repeat Row 2 once. Continue, repeating Row 2, with 1 row Natural, 2 rows Red, 1 Natural, 1 Blue, 2 Natural, 1 Blue, 1 Natural, 2 Red, 1 Natural, 3 Blue, 20 rows Natural, 3 Blue, 1 Natural, 2 Red, 1 Natural, 1 Blue, 2 Natural, 1 Blue, 1 Natural, 2 Red, 1 Natural, 1 Red, 1 Natural and 2 Blue. Then make a final Blue row of 4 strands 18" long, letting ends of each cord.

EDGE—Ch 1, turn, (3 sc in each space, sc in each sc) to end. Fasten off. Repeat on other side. Trim fringe to even length. Steam and press dolly on back thru a cloth.

Doily In "Crocheted Needlepoint"

MATERIALS—Lily SKYTONE Mercerized Crochet Cotton, No. 1—7 balls for Centerpiece and 4 Place Mats. Lily Six Strand Floss:—1 skein each of 3 Greens (from light to dark) for leaves, and of 4 colors for roses, from Pale Pink to Maroon. Crochet Hook size 7.

CENTER—Ch 47, tr in 12th st from hook, (ch 1, tr in next 2d and 3d sts, ch 1, tr in next 2d st, ch 4, tr in next 5th st) to end, ch 4, dtr in same end st.

ROW 2—Ch 11, turn, tr in dtr, (ch 1, tr in next 2d and 3d ch sts, ch 1, tr in next tr) across to 8th st of end 11-ch, ch 4, dtr in same st with final tr. Repeat 9 times.

ROW 12—Ch 6, turn, tr in 2d and 3d sts of next 4-ch, ch 1, tr in next tr, (ch 4, tr in next 3d tr, ch 1, tr in next 2d and 3d ch sts, ch 1, tr in next tr) 14 times.

ROW 13—Ch 9, turn, slip last 3 tr, tr in next tr, then work in pattern across to 2d block from end, skip next 2 tr of end block, dtr in 2d st of end 6-ch. Repeat Rows 13 and 13 nine times and Row 12 once more.

ROW 33—Ch 6, turn, slip last 3 tr, tr in next tr, then work in pattern across to 2d block from end, skip next 2 tr of end block, dtr in 2d st of end 6-ch.

ROW 34—Ch 6, turn, skip dtr and last 3 tr, tr in next tr, work in pattern across to 2d block from end, skip next 2 tr in end block, dtr in end tr. Repeat 9 times.

CORNER—(5 sc in next space on corner angle, sc in next st) 10 times, 5 sc in next space (65 sc). (ch 1, turn, skip last sc, sc in each st across to 2d from end) for 22 rows (1 sc in final row). Fasten off. Repeat on other 3 corners.

EDGE—Work sc around center between Corners. ROW 2—Join to one corner, * ch 4, sc in same place, (ch 4, sc in next rib) 16 times, (ch 4, sc in next 4th st) to next Corner, (ch 4, sc in next rib) to corner of dolly. Repeat from * around. Fasten off.

EMBROIDERY—Following pattern, embroider design in cross stitches on each corner, using 4 strands of Floss threaded to a dull-pointed needle.

Stretch and pin dolly right-side-down in true shape and steam and press thru a cloth.

Woven Doily

MATERIALS—Lily SKYTONE Mercerized Crochet Cotton, No. 1—7 balls Emerald Green and 5 balls Ecru (or other desired colors). Sufficient for Centerpiece and 4 Place Mats. Crochet Hook Size 7.

BAND—With Green, ch 15, sc in 5th st from hook, (ch 2, sc in next 2d st) 5 times. Ch 3, and working on other side of long chain, sc between last 2 sc, (ch 2, sc between next 2 sc 4 times, ch 2, sc in end loop). * Ch 3, turn, sc in last loop, (ch 2, sc in next loop) 5 times. Repeat from * for length. Measure width of Band, add 1/16" and multiply by 15 for length of Band. Make 11 Green Bands to go lengthwise of dolly. Make 15 Bands in Ecru to go crosswise. Measure width of Band, add 1/16" and multiply by 11 for length of these bands. Lay Green Bands close together on a table. Weave an Ecru Band over 1st Green Band, under next, over next, and so on across one end. Pin ends of Green Bands in place. Weave the 2d Ecru Band under and over opposite Green Bands and repeat to other end of dolly, pushing bands together closely. Pin down ends all around. On back, tack ends in place around edge, then steam and press thru a cloth.
"Banana Leaf" Tray Set

MATERIALS—Lily SKY TONE Mercerized Crochet Cotton, No. 1—1 ball Cream and 3 balls Yellow. Crochet Hook Size 1.

LARGE LEAF TRAY—With 1 strand Cream and 2 strands Yellow, ch 2, (sc, ch 2, sc) in starting st. Work all sts in back loops.

1st RIB—Ch 4, turn, 3 sc on chain, sc in next sc, ch 2, skip next 2-ch, 2 sc in end sc. Ch 4, turn, 3 sc on chain, sc in next 2 sc, ch 2, skip 2-ch, sc in next 3 sc, 2 sc in end sc. Make sc tight and firm. Always make 2-ch in center of each row over 2-ch space in previous row.

2d RIB—(Ch 4, turn, 3 sc on chain, sc in each sc to center, ch 2, skip center space, sc in each sc with 2 sc in end sc) twice. Repeat this rib once.

4th RIB—Like last rib except start each row with 3-ch, 2 sc on chain. Repeat this rib once.

6th RIB—(Ch 2, turn, 1 sc on chain, sc across to end, dc 2 times, repeat this rib 5 times.

12th RIB—(Ch 2, turn, sc in each sc) repeated until leaf is 30 ribs long. ** Ch 2, turn, sc in each sc twice. Repeat from * to ** 4 times. (Ch 2, turn, skip last 2 sc, sc across to 3rd from end) 4 times. Ch 2, turn, skip last 3 sc, sc across to 4th from end. Ch 2, turn, skip 3 sc, sc in next 5 sc, sl st in 2-ch, sc in next 5 sc, ch 2, sl st in sc next 5 sc. Fasten off.

STEM—Ch 2, making 1st st twice usual size, 9 sc in long st. In back loops, (2 sc in next sc, 1 sc in next 5 times, sc in each st and around until stem is 3½" long. Bind with 3 sl sts. Fasten off. Press flat and sew to end of leaf.

SMALL LEAF TRAY—Repeat until leaf is 30 ribs long. Then repeat from *.

Stitch and pin leaves in true shape right-side-down on a turkish towel and steam and press. Stiffen leaves perfectly rigid, flat, with the edges turned up all around about ¼". Pat and rub with a cloth dipped in hot, thick, cooked starch. Set stem in a curve. Cut a heavy piece of white cardboard to fit in top of each leaf and weight down for several days until thoroughly dry, then give them 3 coats of White Shellac.

Crocheted Flower Basket

MATERIALS—2 balls Lily SKY TONE Mercerized Crochet Cotton, No. 1 in Cream. Crochet Hook Size 1. Wind half of one ball off onto a 3d ball.

BASE—Using 3 strands, ch 8, join with sl st. Ch 1, 12 sc in ring, sl st in 1st sc.

ROW 2—Ch 3, dc in same st, (2 sc in next) around, sl st in 3-ch. Repeat once.

ROW 4—Ch 3, dc in same st, (dc in next 2 dc, 2 dc in next dc) around, sl st in 3-ch. Continue for 5 more rows, making 1 more dc between widenings in each row (144 dc in final row). Fasten off. Steam and press on back thru a cloth.

TOP—Using 3 strands, ch 150, join with sl st, ch 1, (sc in next st) around, sl st in 1st ch-1 ch.

ROW 2—Ch 3, dc in next sc, (ch 1, dc in next 2 dc and 3d sc) around and join.

TRAY DOILY

ROW 3—Ch 1, sc in each dc and 1-ch space. Sl st in 1-ch, sl st in next 2 sc.

ROW 4—Ch 5, tr in same sc, (ch 5, 2 tr in next 3d sc, worked off together for a Cluster) around. Join final 5-ch to 1st tr.

ROW 5—(Sc, 3 sc in center st, and sc) in each 5-ch.

ROW 6—Sl st to center sc of next loop, (ch 5, sc in tip of next point) around. Repeat Rows 5, 6 and 5.


To stiffen, pat and rub with a cloth dipped in hot, thick, cooked starch. Cut a circle of heavy, white cardboard to fit inside and weight down. Cut a long strip of thin cardboard and roll to fit inside, to brace sides. Roll another strip tightly around outside below rim. When thoroughly dry, paint with 3 coats of Semi-Gloss Paint in Ivory.

Tray Doily

MATERIALS—Lily SKY TONE Mercerized Crochet Cotton in White and a color. Crochet Hook Size 7 or 8.

MOTIF—Wind color 10 times around end of 2 crochet hooks, slip off and cover with 12 sc, sl st in 1st sc.* Ch 4, (dc, ch 3, sl st) in 4th ch st from hook, sc in same st on ring, sc in next sc. Repeat from * around (12 petals). Repeat 6" long, thread to a needle and fasten on back. Join White to one petal, ** (ch 10, sc in next petal) twice, ch 17, sc in next. Repeat from ** around. Fasten off as before.

2d MOTIF—Repeat to **. (Ch 10, sc in next petal) twice, ch 8, sl st in 9th st of a corner loop on 1st motif, ch 8, sl st in next loop on 1st motif, ch 5, sc back in next petal, (ch 5, sl st in next loop on 1st motif, ch 5, sc back in next petal) twice. Join next corner loops, then complete motif. Continue to make and join motifs, 5 wide and 8 long.

EDGE—Join White to one corner, * (ch 6, sl st in 5th st from hook for a p) 3 times, ch 2, sc in next loop, ch 6, p, ch 2, sc in next, (ch 6, p) 3 times, ch 2, sc in joining of next 2 loops. Repeat from * around. Stretch doily in true shape until all loops are taut, pin down and steam and press on back thru a cloth.

(Continued on Page 21)
Hostess Set

"Fans Across The Border"

MATERIALS—Lily SKYTONE Mercerized Crochet Cotton, No. 1:—2 balls Cream and 1 ball each Delft Blue, Yellow, Emerald Green and Salmon Rose (or other desired colors). Crochet Hook Size 8. 1 yard Yellow linen or cotton. Sufficient for Apron, 5 piece Luncheon Set and 4 Glass Muffs.

APRON—Border—With Cream, ch 280. ** sc in 5th st from hook for a p, ch 2, skip p, 2 dc in next 8th st, * ch 2, 2 dc in next st, ch 6, p, ch 2, sc in next 6th st, ch 6, p, ch 2, 2 dc in next 6th st. Repeat from * to end.

ROW 2—Ch 9, p, ch 2, turn. * (2 dc, ch 2 and 2 dc) in center of next shell, ch 6, p, ch 2, dc between next 2 ps, ch 6, p, ch 2, and repeat from * across. Make final dc in 2d st past end p. Repeat this row 4 times. Drop Cream.

FANS—* Join Blue with a sl st in 1st shell at other end, ch 1, sc in same place. Ch 1, turn, 3 sc in ch. Ch 1, turn, 2 sc in last sc, sc in next sc, 2 sc in end sc. (Ch 1, turn, 2 sc in last sc, sc in each sc across with 2 sc in end sc) for 4 rows (13 sc in last row). Cut 3" long. Make a Fan in each shell across, (in Yellow, Green, Salmon Rose and Blue) repeated.

EDGE—Pick up Cream, ch 7, turn, (sc in 13 sc across next Fan, working over thread left from Fan, dtr between ps) across. Make end dtr in 2d st past p. Cut 2" long. Turn, Join Cream to starting st of Row 1, sc across end of band, * sc in 1st sc on next Fan, (ch 3, sc in next 2d sc) 6 times, skip dtr and repeat from * across. Sc across end of band. Fasten off.

POCKET — With Cream, ch 59 and repeat Border, beginning at **. Stretch and pin crochet right-side-down and steam and press thru a cloth.

Cut cloth 15" wide and 1" longer than Border. Make a ¾" hem on 1 long and 2 short sides.
Patio Set

MATERIALS—Lily SKYTONE Mercerized Crochet Cotton No. 1—4 balls Cream, 5 balls Lt. Green and 1 ball each Rose Fraise and Emerald Green. Sufficient for 4 Place Mats. Crochet Hook Size 2.

Using 1 strand each of Lt. Green and Cream (main color), ch 124, 123 sc on chain.

1st RIB—Ch 2, turn, 6 dc in back loop of each sc. Ch 1, turn, thread over, insert hook in back loop of last dc and down at back thru remaining loop of st directly below in previous row, catch thread and pull thru 2 loops of work, (thread over and thru 2 loops) twice, completing dc. (Do thru back loop of next dc and loop below) 122 times. Make 12 more ribs in same way.

14th RIB—Ch 2, turn, 6 dc, holding final 2 loops on hook, join 2 strands of Dk. Green thru these 2 loops and make 3 dc, working over main color and starting end of Dk. Green. Pull up main color taut and thru last 2 loops of 3 dc, cut Dk. Green 3" long, and working over this end, complete row and rib in main color. Repeat this rib once.

16th RIB—Ch 2, turn, 9 dc, 3 dc in Dk. Green, 6 dc main color, 13 dc Dk. Green and complete row and rib in main color.

17th RIB—Ch 2, turn, 9 dc, 3 dc each Dk. Green and main color, 21 dc Dk. Green and complete row and rib in main color.

18th RIB—Ch 2, turn, 12 dc, 3 dc Dk. Green, 6 dc main color, 18 dc each Dk. Green and main color, 6 dc Rose Fraise and complete row and rib in main color. Make 14 more ribs, following pattern for colors (each space equals 3 dc). Complete final rib with hdc instead of dc.

EDGE—Continue across end with main color:—(Ch 2, sc between ribs) across. Turn, (ch 7, sc in next 2 dc) 16 times. Ch 1, turn, (9 sc in loop, sl st in sc) across. Fasten off. Repeat “Edge” on other end.

Stretch and pin right-side-down in true shape and steam and press thru a cloth. It may be finished with 2 coats of White Shellac if desired.

Patio Flower Dish

MATERIALS—Lily SKYTONE Mercerized Crochet Cotton.—2 balls each Cream and Lt. Green. Crochet Hook Size 3.

BASE—Using 2 strands of Cream, ch 43, 4 dc in 5th st from hook, dc in next 37 sts, 9 dc in end st, then in another st of chain, dc in 37sts, 4 dc in next st, sl st in top of next chain.

ROW 2—Ch 3, turn, dc in same st, * (2 dc in next dc) 4 times, dc in 37 dc, (2 dc in next dc) 4 times, * 3 dc in next. Repeat from * to *. Dc in next st, sl st in 1st 3-ch. (Turn and make dc around, widening at ends to keep flat) for 7 rows. With pins, mark center of each end. Measure each way around edge 3 1/8" from each pin and mark. Remove center-end pins, leaving 4 side pins.

ROW 10—Ch 3, turn, and widening as necessary, * make dc around to 6th st from next pin, 2 dc in next dc, dc in next 2 dc, hdc in 2 dc, sc in next (marked) st, hdc in 2 sts, dc in 2 sts, 2 dc in next st. Repeat from * around and join.

ROW 11—Ch 3, turn, and widening as necessary, * make dc around to 6th st from sc in next angle, 2 dc in next st, 1 dc in next, 2 dc In next, hdc in 2 sts, sl st in sc, hdc in 2 sts, 2 dc in next st, 1 dc in next, 2 dc in next. Repeat from * around, join and fasten off.

Make a 2d Base using 2 strands of Green, then sew the two together, back to back, matching angles, and gofig thru 1 loop of each st. Steam and press.

SIDES—With 2 strands Cream ch 276, 275 sc on chain. Repeat 1st Rib of Patio Dolly 5 times, completing 5th Rib with hdc in place of dc. Fasten off. Sew ends of band together neatly.

LINING BAND—With 2 strands Green, ch 368, join (Ch 3, dc in each st, sl st in 3-ch) for 8 rows. Fasten off. Right-side-inside, sew starting edge to remaining Green loops on Base. With ribs outside, sew lower edge of Cream Band to remaining Cream loops on edge of Base. Sew top edges of bands together neatly.

Stiffen dish by rubbing and patting with a cloth dipped in hot, thick, cooked starch. Cut a piece of heavy white cardboard to fit inside base and weight down. Bend sides in sharply above each angle on base. When perfectly dry, give dish 2 coats of White Shellac.
No. 20—Crocheted Rope Dish Mats

MATERIALS—Lily SKYTONE Mercerized Crochet Cotton, No. 1:—1 ball each Cream and Rose Fraise. Lily Pearl Cotton, Size 5:—1 ball each Med. Blue and Olive Green. Crochet Hook Size 5. Make Mats of 2 strands of thread.

**OVAL MAT**—With a strand each of Cream and Rose Fraise, ch 2, making 1st st twice usual length, (2 sc, 1 hdc and 2 dc) in long st, then in back loops, dc in each st around and around for 5⅔, with 5 dc in a row at all times. End with hdc, sc and sl st. Fasten off. Untwist rope, sew ends together, then sew the 2 halves together for oval center of Mat. Sew thru 1 dc of each rope only, being careful to follow the same rib of dc lengthwise.

**ROW 2**—Make a 2d rope of Cream and Green to fit around 1st row. Sew this to 1st rope from wrong side. Be careful rope does not twist and start to sew at starting end so that stitches can be ripped or added at finishing end to make rope fit exactly around previous round. Skip 1 dc-rib from last sewn rib, thus having 2 free dc-ribs on right side of Mat. Continue with colors as follows:—2 rows Cream and Rose Fraise, 1 row Cream and Blue and 2 rows Cream and Rose Fraise.

**BORDER**—Make a rope 8¼" long in Cream and Green. Tie Rose Fraise to Green in a double knot close to last dc, cut ends ½" long and push down inside rope. Continuing with Cream and Rose Fraise, add 8¼" of rope. Tie Blue to Rose Fraise and add 8¼", tie Rose Fraise to Blue and add 8¼". Continue, repeating * twice.

With work right-side-up, mark center into 12 equal sections with pins (about 1½" apart), starting at center of each side and end. Put a pin in each of the 12 sections of the Border Rope 4¼" from right-hand-end of each. Keeping rope straight and untwisted, push each of these pins in turn into edge of oval midway between pins on oval. On back, sew rope to oval for 1" in each section (½" on each side of each pin). Turn work over, right-side-up, bend each loop of rope sharply at change of colors, roll into a tight coil and pin in place. Repeat with each section. On back, sew coils firmly in place. Steam and press Mat on back.

**ROUND MATS**—With Cream and Rose Fraise, make a rope 1½" long and join for center, then make 6 rows around in same color order as Oval Mat. Mark edge into 8 equal sections (about 1½" apart).

**BORDER**—Make 8 sections in same color order as in Oval Mat, each 8¾" long. Mark each section with a pin 5" from right-hand-end. Sew to center circle and form into coils. Steam and press. Make a 2d Round Mat.

No. 21—"Summer Garden" Hot Dish Mat Set

MATERIALS—Lily SKYTONE Mercerized Crochet Cotton, No. 1:—1 ball each White and a color. Crochet Hook size 7.

**FLOWER**—Wind thread 12 times around end of a pencil, slip off and cover ring with 18 sc. In back loops, (sl st, ch 3, dc) in 1st sc, * ch 1, 7 dc in next sc, remove hook, insert it in 1-ch previous to last 7 dc, catch loop and pull thru tight (Popcorn st). (2 dc in next sc) twice. Repeat from * for * pe sts, 2 dc in next sc, sl st in 1st 3-ch. ** Ch 4, tr in same st, then in both loops, dtr in next dc, 5 dtr in back loop of pc st, dtr in next dc, (tr, ch 4 and sl st) in next dc, sl st in next dc. Repeat from ** around. Fasten off.

**SMALL MAT**—Make 4 colored flowers and 3 white. Tack together by the 3d and 7th sts on each petal, working on wrong side.

**MEDIUM MAT**—Make 6 colored and 4 White flowers and tack together, following illustration.

**LARGE MAT**—Make 8 colored and 8 white flowers and tack together, following illustration.

Steam and press Mats on back thru a cloth.

No. 22—Glover Leaf Coasters


With Yellow ch 4, make 1st st twice usual length, 17 dc in long st, sl st in 3-ch. Cut thread 3" long. Work over this end in next row.

**ROW 2**—Join Lt. Green, ch 3, dc in same st, 2 dc in each dc around (36 dc). Cut as before.

**ROW 3**—Join Lt. Ecru, ch 3, dc in same st, (dc in next, 2 dc in next) around and cut (54 dc).

**ROW 4**—In Peach. Widen in every 3d dc and cut (72 dc).

**ROW 5**—Repeat last row (96 dc) in Blue and cut.

**ROW 6**—Join Variegated with sc in 8 dc, ch 6, 3 dc in 4th ch st from hook, ch 3, sl st in same st, * (ch 4, 3 dc in 4th st from hook, ch 3, sl st in same st) twice, ch 1, sc over 2-ch stem, sc in next 8 dc, ch 6, dc in 4th st from hook, ch 1, sl st back in last dc on last petal of previous leaf, 2 dc in same st with last dc, ch 3, sl st in same st.
Repeat from around (12 leaves). Fasten off. Tack 1st and last leaves together.

Stretch and pin Coaster right-side-down on ironing board. Wet a cloth in hot starch and moisten back of Coaster, then press thru a dry cloth until perfectly dry.

"Rainbow" Table Doily

MATERIALS—Lily SKYTONE Mercerized Crochet Cotton No. 1:—3 balls Ecru and 4 balls Skipper Blue. Lily Pearl Cotton Size 3:—2 balls each Yellow, Green and Red; 4 balls Delft Blue (or other desired colors) Sufficient for Centerpiece and 4 Place Mats. Crochet Hook Size 7. Dolly Size—11"x18".

With Ecru make a chain 18" long, skip last 1 st, (al st in next 2 st, ch 3, dc in next 2d st, ch 3, sl st in next 2d and 3d st, ch 11) for 16". In place of end 11-ch, make ch 5, tr in next st. Rip excess chain.

ROW 2—Ch 1, turn, sc in tr, * (ch 1, dc) 3 times in next dc, ch 1, sc in next 11-ch loop. Repeat from * to end. Cut 2" long.

ROW 3—Join Skipper Blue with sc in 1st sc at other end, * (sc in next 1-ch, sc in dc) 3 times, sc in next 1-ch, skip next sc and repeat from * to end, working over thread left from last row. Sc in end sc.

ROW 4—Ch 1, turn, sc in back loop of each sc, ch 6 and drop.

ROW 5—** Join Ecru to 1st sc at other end, (ch 11, sl st in next 2 sc, ch 3, dc in next 2d sc, ch 3, sl st in next 2d and 3d sc) across, making ch 5 and tr in place of final 11-ch. Repeat Row 2. Draw up Blue at other end and repeat Rows 3 and 4. Repeat from ** until 20 Ecru bands are completed. Right side of Row 4 is right side of Dolly. Draw up Blue and make a row of sc all around, turn and make as in back loops of each sc. Fasten off.

WEAVING—Cut 3 strands of Blue Pearl Cotton 48" long, fold in center and braid loosely. Fasten end and weave braid thru 1st Ecru braid, over 11-ch loops and under "cross stitches". Carry 2 strands under bar at end and tie all 6 strands into a knot pulled up close to crochet. Repeat at other end. Weave next row in Yellow, then 1 row Green, 2 rows Red, and 1 row each Green and Yellow. Repeat these 7 rows on other side, then fill in 6 center rows in Blue. Trim fringe to an even length. Stretch and pin doily in true shape right-side-down on ironing board and steam and press thru a cloth.

Crocheted Fruit Dish

MATERIALS—Lily SKYTONE Mercerized Crochet Cotton No. 1:—1 ball each Cream and Yellow, Crochet Hook Size 3. Make basket of one strand of each color.

BASE—Ch 7, join with sl st. Ch 3, 17 dc in ring, sl st in 3-ch. Ch 3, dc in same st, 2 dc in each dc around and join. Ch 3, dc in same st, (dc in next dc, 2 dc in next) around and join.

Make 7 more rows, widening evenly to keep flat. Fasten off. Steam and press on back.

SIDES—Ch 22, 21 sc on chain. Ch 2, turn, dc in back loop of each sc. * Ch 1, turn, thread over, insert hook in back loop of last dc and down at back thru remaining loop of st directly below in previous row, catch thread and pull thru both loops of work, (thread over and thru 2 loops on hook) twice, completing dc. (A dc in same way in next dc and loop below at back) 6 times. Thread over twice, hook thru next dc and loop below, catch thread and pull thru work, thread over and thru 2 loops on hook, over and thru remaining 3 loops (a short tr). (A short tr in same way in next dc) 6 times. (In same way, a regular tr in next dc) 7 times, completing one rib. Ch 2, turn, dc in back loop of each st of last row (21 dc). Repeat from * for 60 ribs or until lower edge fits around Base. Stretch lower edge. Fasten off, lap ends and sew together neatly. With ribs up, join to lower edge and make 2 sc across each rib and 1 sc between ribs around and join. (Ch 1, sc in each sc around and Join) 4 times. Fasten off. Sew this edge to Base.

Stiffen basket by rubbing and patting with a cloth dipped in hot, thick, cooked starch. Cut a circle of heavy white cardboard to fit inside base and weight down. Cut several long strips of thin cardboard 2" wide, roll and fasten to fit snugly inside basket to brace sides. Cut another strip of cardboard, roll and fasten it to fit around under edge of rim and weight rim down flat onto it. When perfectly dry, give basket 2 coats of White Shellac.

(Shown on Table on Page 12)
No. 36—Tie Back

MATERIALS—Lily Rug Yarn in 2 colors. Lily SKYTONE Mercerized Crochet Cotton No. 1 in Cream. Crochet Hook Size 7. 2 bone rings.

In SKYTONE, 10 sc on a ring. Ch 1, turn, 10 sc. Ch 1, turn, sc over 1 strand of Rug Yarn in last sc, (ch 1, sc over Yarn in next 2d sc) 4 times. Ch 1, turn, bend Yarn around in a loop ½" long, sc over Yarn in last sc, (ch 1, sc over Yarn in next sc) 4 times. Repeat from * for 15". Keep loop an even length. Cut Yarn, Ch 1, turn, sc in each sc and 1-ch. Fasten off and sew to 2d ring. Make a row of French Knots on center of band in 2d color of Rug Yarn.

No. 37—Tie Back

MATERIALS—Lily SKYTONE Mercerized Crochet Cotton in Cream and a color. Crochet Hook Size 7 or 8. 2 bone rings.

BAND—In color, ch 7, dc in starting st, (ch 2, dc in same st) twice, * ch 6, turn, dc in last dc, (ch 2, dc in same st) twice. Repeat from * for 15", having an even number of shells. Fasten off. EDGE—Turn, join Cream to last dc, (ch 2, tr) 6 times in corner of same shell, ch 3, sc in next shell, * (ch 2, tr) 6 times in next, ch 2, sc in next. Repeat from * across to starting st. Ch 6, sc in next shell and repeat from * to other end. Ch 12, sc in starting st. Fasten off.

ROW 2—Join color to next 2-ch space, * (ch 3, sc in next space) 6 times around shell, sc in 1st space on next shell. Repeat from * around. Fasten off.

FLOWER—In Cream, ch 15, sl st in starting st. (Ch 15, sc in ring) 19 times, ch 7, dtr in ring, * (ch 2, tr) 6 times in next loop, ch 2, sc in next. Repeat from * around. Fasten off. Repeat 2d Row of Edge on Band. CENTER—With color, * ch 15, sl st in starting st, (ch 15, sl st in same st) 5 times. Repeat from * twice. Sew in center. Sew rings to ends of band and sew flower on one end. Lightly starch work.

No. 38—Tie Back & Napkin Ring
In “Crocheted Needlepoint”

MATERIALS—Lily SKYTONE Mercerized Crochet Cotton No. 1 in Cream. Lily Six Strand Floss in 2 colors for flowers and Green for leaves. Crochet Hook Size 3.

TIE BACK—Using 2 strands of SKYTONE, ch for 15", sc on chain to end. (Ch 1, turn, sc in each sc) for 9 more rows. Ch 3 for a dc, (ch 4, sl st in 4th ch st from hook for a p, dc in next 2d st) around, making 2 p-loops at corners. Fasten off. Following pattern, embroider cross stitch design, using 12 strands of Floss threaded to a dull-pointed needle. Steam and press on back. Line back of center of band with cloth.

NAPKIN HOLDER—Start with a chain of desired length (allowing for a lap), and make like Tie Back. Cross stitch an initial in place of one small flower at one end. Steam, press and line. Lap ends and fasten with dress snap.

No. 39—Dish Mat

MATERIALS—Lily SKYTONE Mercerized Crochet Cotton in Cream and a color. Crochet Hook Size 7.

In color, ch 12, sl st in starting st. (Ch 7, sc in ring) 11 times, ch 3, dc in ring. (Ch 5, sc in next loop) 11 times, ch 2, dc in dc at end of last row. Repeat last row once. * (Ch 5, sc in next loop) twice, ch 5, sc in same loop. Repeat from * around, making 2-ch and dc for final corner loop.

ROW 5—(Ch 4, sc in next loop) to next corner, ch 4, sc in same corner loop. Repeat around, making 2-ch and dc for final corner loop. Repeat this row 5 times in color, (5 times in Cream, once in color) twice, and 3 times in Cream.

EDGE—Join color to 1st loop after one corner, (ch 2, dc) 3 times in next loop, ch 2, sc in next. Repeat around. In corner loops, make (ch 2, dc) 4 times. Join Cream to 1st space on one corner shell, * (ch 3, sc in next space) 4
times, sc in next. Repeat from * around, making 3 loops on shells. Fasten off.

RING—Wind color 10 times around thumb, slip off and cover with sc. Sew to center.

No. 40—Pussy Cat Pot Holder


Ch 6, hdc and sc in 3d st from hook, dc in next 2 sts, sc and hdc in end st. Ch 3, turn, hdc and sc in 3d ch st from hook, sc in next 6 sts, sc and hdc in end chain. (Ch 2, turn, hdc and sc in last hdc, sc across, with sc and hdc in end hdc) for 2 rows. (Ch 1, turn, sc in 14 sc) for 5 rows. (Ch 2, turn, hdc and sc in last sc, sc across, with sc and hdc in end sc. Ch 1, turn, sc in each st) twice. Ch 1, turn, sc in each st (18 sc). Ch 3, turn, dc in last sc, 2 dc in next, 2 hdc in next, sc in 2 sc, hdc in 2 sc, dc in next, (2 dc in next) twice, dc in next, hdc in 2 sc, se in 2 sc, 2 hdc in next, 2 dc in next, (dc, ch 3 and sc) in next, sc around to other ear, widening as necessary. Fasten off.

Embroider eyes and nose in Rose, whiskers in Brown. Steam and press on back, line with muslin, and sew ring to top.

No. 41—"Bouquet" Pot Holder


In Lt. Green, ch 20, 19 sc on chain. (Ch 1, turn, 19 sc) until block is square. Fasten off.

In Dk. Green, work sc around, with 3 sc in each corner. STEMS—In Dk. Green, make center stems of 18 ch, 2 of 16 ch, and 2 of 13 ch. Sew cn Block, following illustrations.

FLOWERS—In 6 strands of Floss with size 5 hook, ch 6, sl st in starting st. (Ch 12, sc in ring) 10 times. Fasten off. Make 6 in assorted colors. Sew 2 on center stem, 1 at top of other stems.

Steam and press on back, line with muslin, and sew ring to top corner.

No. 42—Plaid Pot Holder


In Dk. Blue, ch 24, skip last 4 sts, dc in next 2 sts, holding last 2 loops of 2d dc on l-look, drop Dk. Blue, draw Lt. Blue thru 2 loops and working over Dk. Blue, make (3 dc in Lt. Blue, then 3 dc in Dk. Blue) 3 times. Pull up each thread taut before joining.


ROW 3—Join Dk. Blue, ch 3, turn, dc in next 2 dc, then (3 dc in Lt. Blue, 3 dc in Dk. Blue) 3 times, working over Cream. Always carry the threads around on the same side (back) at end of each row. Repeat Rows 2 and 3 twice. Fasten off.

Steam and press on back, line with muslin and sew bone ring to top corner.

No. 43—Oven Mitt


With Cream, ch 44, sl st in starting st. Ch 2, sc in next 2d st, (ch 1, sc in next 2d st) around, ch 1, sl st in 1st st of 1st 2-ch, ch 1. Drop at back.

ROW 2—Turn, sc in Peach in one 1-ch, (ch 1, sc in next 1-ch) around, ch 1, sl st in 1st sc. Cut 2" long.

ROW 3—Turn, draw up Cream and make a row, working over end of Peach.

ROW 4—Repeat Row 2 in Green, ch 1 and drop. Repeat Rows 3 and 4 twice, then 1 row each in Cream, Peach, Cream and Dk. Peach, and 11 rows in Cream. Then 5 rows in Cream, narrowing at each side in 3 rows. Fasten off, fold flat and sew end together. Join Dk. Peach at 1 side of top and make a row around. Ch 1, turn, sc in last 1-ch, (ch 1, sc in next) 11 times. * Ch 1, turn, sc in last 1-ch, (ch 1, sc in next) across. Repeat from * 5 times. Fasten off. Steam and press thru a cloth and sew ring to top.
"Duck Family" Rug


In Lt. Blue, ch 80, skip last st, 69 sc cn chain. Hold the 2 loops of final sc on hook, drop Lt. Blue, draw a loop of Dk. Blue thru the 2 loops, completing sc, 10 sc in Dk. Blue.

ROW 2—Ch 1, turn, sc in last sc, * 2 dc in next sc, holding the final loop of each dc on hook, thread over and pull thru all 3 loops on hook at once, sc in next sc, pulling it thru in tight (1 puff st made)—letting the puff st puff out cn back, which will be the right side of rug. Repeat from * 4 times. Drop Dk. Blue, pull up Lt. Blue and thru the 2 loops of final sc. Each color is joined in this way, thru the sc following puff, 34 puffs in Lt. Blue.

ROW 3—Ch 1, turn, sc in Lt. Blue in each Lt. Blue sc and puff st, drop Lt. Blue, draw up Dk. Blue and join, sc in Dk. Blue in each Dk. Blue sc and puff st. Make all following sc-rows in same way—changing exactly above changes in previous puff row. In Puff rows, be careful to have puffs exactly above those in previous puff rows.


BORDER—Make 3 rows of sc in Dk. Blue all around. In 1st row, put 2 sc in end of each puff row, with 3 sc at corners in all rows.

Make a French Knot in Lt. Blue for eye of each baby duck. For large duck’s eye, with Lt. Blue, ch 2, 6 sc in starting st, join, fasten off and sew in place.

Stretch and pin rug right-side-down in true shape and steam and press thru a cloth.

"Peter And Susie" Bib

MATERIALS—Lily SKYTONE Mercerized Crochet Cotton No. 1—1 ball each in White and Salmon Rose (or other desired color). Lily Six Strand Floss in Lt. Green. Crochet Hook Size 7.

YOKE—In White, ch 72. 71 sc on chain.

ROW 2—Ch 3, turn, skip last 2 sc, dc in next sc, * (ch 1, dc in same sc, dc in next 2 dc, working these 2 dc off together into a Cluster) * 7 times, (ch 1, dc in same sc) twice (corner), repeat from * to * 19 times, (ch 1, dc in same sc) twice (corner), repeat from * to * 8 times.

ROW 3—Ch 3, turn, skip last Cluster, dc in next 1-ch, * (ch 1, dc in same place, dc in next 1-ch space, made into a Cluster) repeated to center space at next corner, (ch 1, dc in same corner space) twice. Repeat from * around. Make 2 dc of final Cluster in 3-ch at end of last row. Repeat this row 11 times. Fasten off. Repeat Row 2 once in color.

BIB—Turn, join White to center space at corner, ch 3, a Cluster in next 2 spaces, work in pattern across to 1st space at next corner, dc in next (corner) space. Cut 3" long.
ROW 23—Turn and join White to last dc, ch 3, a dc-Cluster in next 2 spaces, then work in pattern across to last 1-ch space, dc in end 3-ch and cut. Repeat once in (color and White) twice, and color. Fasten off.

EDGE—Join color to lower corner of Yoke and work sc on side of Bib to bottom corner. Repeat on other side. Join, color to top outside corner of Yoke and work sc across to neck. Around neck make (2-ch, sl st in next 2 sts) repeated. Make sc across to outside corner. Fasten off.

ROW 2—Join White to corner of neck, (ch 2, sc in next 2 td) around outside to opposite corner around neck.

BUNNY—Body—In White, ch 2, 6 sc in starting st. In back loops, 2 sc in each sc. Continue working around for 6 more rows, widening as necessary to keep work flat. Sl st in next sc, ch 8, 6 dtr in 8th ch st from hook, worked out together into a Cluster, ch 4, sl st in Cluster for a p. ch 7, sl st down at base of Cluster. Fasten off. Use wrong side of all pieces as outside of Bunny. Tack tip of tail up to center of circle.

HEAD—Repeat Body for 3 rows. ROW 1—(Sl st in next sc, ch 8, a 3-dtr-Cluster in 8th ch st from hook, a p, ch 7, sl st in same st) twice, sc in next 2 sts, 2 sc in next, sc in next 2 sc, hdc and dc in next sc, dc and hdc in next sc, dc and hdc in next sc, around to ears. Fasten off. Make a large French Knot in center in color for eye. Make a 2d Bunny up to last row of Head.—Make 2 ears, sc around to 8th st from ears, hdc and dc in next sc, dc and hdc in next, sc in 2 sc, 2 sc in next sc, sc to ears. Fasten off. Sew Bunnies on bib 1" apart. With Green Floss make 3 leaves of Lazy Daisy Stitches, following illustration.

TIE—In White, make a 12" chain, sc in 2d st, (ch 1, sc in next 2d) to end. Fasten off and sew to neck corner. Make a 2d Tie. Steam and press Bib on back thru a cloth.

"Peter" the "Snuggle Bunny"

MATERIALS—2-skeins Lily Rug Yarn in Natural or a color. Lily Six Strand Floss in Red. Crochet Hooks Sizes H-6 and 3.

BODY—With larger hook, ch 2, 6 sc in starting st. In both loops, (2 sc in next sc) 6 times. (Sc in next sc, 3 sc in next) 6 times. (Sc in 2 sc, 4 sc in next sc) 6 times. Continue for 6 more rows, with 1 more sc between widenings in each row. Make widenings between those in previous rows to keep work around.

ROW 11—Sc in each sc around. Repeat once. Sl st in 4 sc. Fasten off. Make a 2d circle. Use wrong side of all pieces as outside of Bunny. TAIL—Wind yarn 26 times around a cardboard ½" wide. Cut at edge. Tie around center to last row of one circle. Tie 3 more pom pons in a straight line towards center, one on every 2d row.

HEAD—Repeat 1st 5 rows of body. Sl st in next sc, * ch 20, skip last 2 sts. then putting 1 st in each ch st make 3 sc, 2 hdc, 6 dc, 2 hdc and 3 sc, sl st in next sc on head, ch 1, turn, and in both loops, make 3 sc, 2 hdc, 2 dc, 4 tr, 2 dc, 2 hdc and 3 sc, sl st in end 2-ch. Fasten off. * Turn, sl st in next sc on head and repeat from * to *. Turn, sl st in same sc at base of last ear, ** sc in next 2 sc, 2 sc in next, sc in 4 sc, hdc and dc in next sc, dc and hdc in next, each 8 ears. Fasten off. Repeat Head to **. Sc in each sc around to 10th sc from ears, hdc and dc in next sc, dc and hdc in next, sc in 4 sc, 2 sc in next sc, sc in 2 sc, sl st at base of ears. Fasten off. Interline the ears on one piece with 3 thicknesses of heavy canvas.

E Y E S — Wind 6 strands of Floss 15 times around ends of 2 crochet hooks, slip off and with Size 3 hook, cover ring with sc. Fasten off. Make a 2d ring. Sew one on center of each head piece. Place head pieces back to back and sew together, stuffing with cotton or rags. Sew body pieces together, stuffing with cotton or rags, inserting base of head between halves of body at top.

CROCHETED BEDSPREAD DESIGN “Jungle Leaves”

(Continued from Page 7)

pc st in next dc, 3 dc) 3 times, a reverse pc st in next sp, dc in dc, (ch 2, dc in next 2d st) 7 times, 6 sps.

ROW 9—Ch 4, turn, a pc st in next sp, dc in dc, 11 sps, a pc st in next sp, (3 dc, a pc st in next dc) 3 times, dc in dc, 1 sp. Continue, following pattern, for desired length. Fasten off. Sew band together, exactly matching rows.

Stretch and pin spread right-side-down and steam and press thru a cloth.

TRAY DOILY

(Continued from Page 13)

BOW—In color ch 24, sc in 6th st from hook, (ch 2, sc in next 2d st) 9 times, ch 3, and on other side of long chain, sc between last 2 sc, (ch 2, sc between next 2 sc) 9 times. * Ch 3, turn, sc in last loop, (ch 2, sc in next) 9 times. Repeat from * for 15". Fasten off. Tack into a bow. BAND—Repeat Bow for 6 rows. Tack around center of Bow. Sew outside edges of Bow on lower left corner of Dolly, making a pocket for napkin.
Rug and Seat Cover
"Romance" Design

Bathroom Set In Chenille


RUG—(Foundation Size 27”x40” in oval design)—Mark around outside oval. Measure in 8½” and mark center oval. Fill center with lengthwise lines ½” apart. Mark an even No. of lines from center oval to outside ¾” apart. Around ends, put them about ¾” apart at center oval. At outside connect each pair with a half-circle. Mark a flower spray in upper right and lower left corners. Make large flowers 5½” across, small ones 1½”.

Make the flowers and leaves first. Stitch a ½” length of chenille braid in Green in center of each flower. Make flowers in Peach, leaves in Green. Stitch Blue braid from center oval to outside and back to center oval. Around ends, stitch to outside and half-way back to center. Fill in center oval in Blue braid. Trim canvas ½” outside scallops, turn over once and hem down on back, then cover with bias tape. Steam and press on back.

SEAT COVER — (Canvas Foundation) — Mark around outside to fit over cover of seat. Make flower in Peach 5” up from center-front, leaves in Green. Make rows around ¾” apart, in Blue. Hem canvas down on back. Using 1 strand of Blue, work buttonhole st ½” apart in edge of hem from 1 back corner around curve to other back corner. Join Blue to 1st st, ch 4, dc in next st, (ch 1, dc in next) around. Fasten off. CORD—Make a twisted cord of 2 strands of Blue, double and twist in opposite direction. Thread thru beading row.

Shower Bath Soap Bag

MATERIALS—1 ball Lily Pearl Cotton, Size 5, in Sunset (variegated). Crochet Hook Size 7 or 8.

Ch 12, sl st in starting st. (Ch 12, sc in ring) 11 times, ch 6, tr in ring. **(Ch 12, sc in next loop) 11 times, ch 6, tr in tr at end of last row. Repeat from * 6 times. Ch 12, tr in next loop, (ch 6, tr in next) 10 times, ch 6, sl st in 6th st of 1st 12-ch. Repeat this row, making tr in tr. (Ch 2, tr) 6 times in next tr ch 2, sc in next tr. Repeat around (6 shells). ** Sc in next 2-ch, (ch 3, sc in next space) 6 times. Repeat from ** around. Fasten off.

CORD—Cut 3 strands 8 yds. long, double and twist tightly, double and twist in opposite direction. Make a 2d cord. Pass cords in and out of last row of sps, in opposite directions and sew ends together.
TERMS and EXPLANATION of STITCHES

CHAIN STITCH (ch)—Start with a slip knit on hook. * Thread over and draw thru loop on hook. Repeat from * until ch is desired length.

SLIP STITCH (sl st)—Insert hook in work, catch thread and draw thru work and loop on hook at same time.

SINGLE CROCHET (sc)—With a loop on hook, insert hook in work, catch thread and pull thru work, thread over again and draw thru the 2 loops on hook.

HALF DOUBLE CROCHET (hdc)—Make like dc as far as *, then thread over and draw thru all 3 loops on hook at once.

DOUBLE CROCHET (dc)—Thread over, insert hook in work, catch thread and pull thru work, making 3 loops on hook. * Thread over and draw thru 2 loops, thread over and draw thru remaining 2 loops.

TREBLE (tr)—Thread over twice, insert hook in work, catch thread and pull thru work, making 4 loops on hook. Work off in groups of two as in dc.

For a Double Treble (dtr), thread over 3 times; for a Triple Treble (tr tr), thread over 4 times; and for a long Treble (long tr), thread over 5 times; taking off 2 loops at a time as in tr.

PICOT (p)—A Picot is made on a chain by working a sc in the specified st from hook, taking up 2 loops of ch st—the left-hand loop and the 1 back loop. A Picot is made following a sc, dc, tr, etc., by making the specified number of ch sts, then a sl st in side-top of st preceding chain.

PICOT-LOOP (p-loop)—This consists of a chain loop with 1 or more picots on it.

SKIP (sk).

CLUSTER—This consists of 2 or more dc, tr, dtr, or tr tr, gathered together at top into a tight group. Hold the last loop of each st on hook, then thread over and draw thru all loops on hook at once, pulling tight. Stitches can be made thru either both loops of stitches of previous row or thru the back loops only. If not specified, take up both loops.

The term “fasten off” is used whenever the thread is to be cut 6 or 7 inches from the work, slipped thru the loop on hook, pulled tight, threaded to a sewing needle and fastened securely on wrong side of work.

After a piece of crochet is finished, stretch and pin it right-side-down on a well-padded ironing board and press with wet and dry cloths until thoroughly dry.

TO INCREASE IN CROCHET—Make 2 stitches in one. Always increase in 2nd stitch from edges.

TO DECREASE IN CROCHET—Before working off last loops insert hook in next stitch and work off loops of both stitches together.

BLOCKING DIRECTIONS

Bedspreads can be blocked after completion, or blocks can be pressed separately, then sewn together afterwards. For the better method, cut a true cardboard pattern about an inch larger than block. Mark around this on tissue paper or muslin. Stretch and pin block right-side-down on this pattern on ironing board and steam thru a wet cloth with a hot iron, then press thru a dry cloth until perfectly dry. Where there are popcorn stitches or other raised stitches, pad ironing board with a turkish towel. If bedspread is blocked after completion, stretch and pin it down as a whole or in sections on a well padded flat surface. Be sure to pin out all picots, loops, scallops, etc., around outside edges. Steam and press in same way. When perfectly dry, remove pins.
FAMOUS LILY COTTONS
recommended in this booklet

RUG YARN — Lily’s famous four ply heavy soft twist yarn that looks like wool and is widely used for many things from rugs to table scarfs.

DAISY Mercerized Crochet Cotton ... a lustrous hard finished yarn made especially for fine crocheting—luncheon sets, bedspreads, doilies, collar and cuff sets. A favorite with all women who crochet. Colors: White, Cream, Ivcry, Ecru, Beige and popular fast colors.

SKYTONE Mercerized Crochet Cotton ... The uniform high quality of this fine crochet cotton makes it ideal for fine crochet work, such as bedspreads, luncheon sets and many other useful household articles. Colors: Cream, White, Ecru, Beige, Ivory and all popular colors.

SEND FOR THESE LILY BOOKLETS — GIVING DIRECTIONS FOR MAKING CHARMING THINGS FOR YOURSELF AND DECORATIVE ARTICLES FOR YOUR HOME.

No. 250—Conservation Book ........................................ 10¢
No. 1300—42 Items of Lasting Beauty ....................... 10¢
No. 1200—Lily’s Album of Crocheted Designs ........... 10¢
No. 1100—Portraits in Crochet ................................. 10¢
No. 1000—Crochet House ........................................ 10¢
No. 900—Crocheted Bedspreads ............................. 10¢
No. 400—Fluff Rugs ................................................ 10¢
No. 800—Pom Pon and Fluff Rugs ......................... 10¢
No. 700—Edgings .................................................... 10¢

No. 101—Daisy Book ............................................... 10¢
No. 102—Daisy Book ............................................... 10¢
No. 203—Daisy Book ............................................... 10¢
No. 7—B—Bedspreads ............................................. 10¢
No. 8—B—Bedspreads ............................................. 10¢
No. 45—B—Bedspreads ........................................... 10¢
No. 400—Bedspreads .............................................. 10¢
No. 75—B—Speed-O-Weave Designs ..................... 10¢
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